
With many classic cars

due to receive some

care and maintenance at this

time of year, Borg & Beck is

offering owners the

opportunity to respect the

originality of the vehicle, with

its range of classic car

clutches. The company can

also assist independent

garages working on classics

with expert information.

Although similar in

operation to current clutches, when the clutch

itself needs replacement on an older vehicle,

many mechanics will not have worked with

these early designs. However, the Borg & Beck

in-house Classic Clutch engineer provides advice

when carrying out replacement of an ‘A’ or ‘AS’

type Borg & Beck clutch.

The ‘A’ and ‘A2’ types are usually of a

single dry plate design comprising a cover

assembly, driven plate assembly and release

bearing, which utilises a pressure plate that is

driven by the pressed steel cover via machined

pressure plate lugs engaging into slots.

In the original Borg & Beck clutch service

manuals it was advised to carry out a full

inspection of the clutch system as part of the

vehicle’s maintenance schedule. The complete

dismantling of the clutch was also advised in the

original service schedule, however this is not

advised today. It is more viable to replace the

whole unit rather than dismantle the ‘A’ and

‘A2’ type assemblies to service the individual

components, as this can be both time

consuming and dangerous if a technician has

not opened one up before, as it is fully loaded

with springs.

When fitting the clutch back onto the

vehicle the principles employed in the past still

resonate today such as using a driven plate

alignment shaft, as misalignment is responsible

for almost every case of rapid spline wear,

broken drive plates, damaged transmission

bearings and gears.

Installers should ensure the gearbox is

adequately supported and not permitted to

hang on the clutch, as serious damage may

result. When guiding the gearbox into the

assembly position, a mechanic should get the

first motion shaft in true alignment with the

driven plate hub and turn the main output shaft

each way slightly, with gearbox in gear, to

ensure smooth engagement of the splined parts.

A light smear of grease should be placed on the

shaft prior to installation of the gearbox. Once

installed the mechanic should installed check the

clutch pedal adjustment in accordance with the

vehicle manufacturer’s instructions.

Borg & Beck’s Classic Clutch range provides

the solution for more than 200 classic

applications, including such icons as the Aston

Martin DB4, Jaguar E Type, Morris Minor and

Triumph TR range.

Question: We are experiencing a

problem on a 2012 Skoda Citigo, where

the engine coolant blower motor runs

continuously after switching the ignition

off. We have carried out some basic

wiring checks, but we haven't found the

cause of the fault. Have any other Citigo

owners reported this fault?

Answer: The fault you describe affects all

Citigo models and is due to a defective engine

coolant blower motor control module. Fit a

new engine coolant blower motor control

module Fig.1.1. To complete this repair the

engine control module (ECM) will require

reprogramming with upgraded software from

the manufacturer. 
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Brake brand Textar, has confirmed its

continuing support for the IMI

Outstanding Achievers Award and the Skill

Auto 2019 competition, for the second

year running.

The awards celebrates young talent

within the automotive industry and are

designed to nurture young talent and to

find the best budding mechanics. As well

as sponsoring the competition, Textar

offers hands-on experience to the students

by hosting informative training talks and

college visits. Last year, members of the

Textar team also helped to judge the Skill

Auto brake task.

Commenting on Textar’s involvement

in the competition, David Massie MIMI,

Skills Competition Manager, said, “We

would not be able to deliver the high

standard of competition expected from us

without the support from organisations

like Textar which brings specialist

knowledge and expertise, helping us

ensure we are following the latest

procedures and practices in the challenges

we set our competitors. The Skill Auto

team is very grateful for the enthusiasm

from people like Scott Irwin and his

colleagues who have been outstanding in

their commitment, not only to the

competitions, but to enhancing the whole

experience for all participants.”

Textar also contributes to The IMI’s

student portal, a resource for young

mechanics to learn more about mechanical

tasks, along with the technical processes

and best practice that underpins them.

Textar backing
young automotive
talent

Skoda Citigo: Engine coolant blower motor
runs continuously 




